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A few weeks ago, I was sitting in my local nail bar in Manhattan
when I noticed a striking poster for Sandra Choi, a young Korean-
American woman who is hoping to run for Congress. “My
daughter!” the salon owner proudly declared, pointing at the poster.

I was impressed. New York has a vast army of often-ignored
immigrants who toil fiendishly hard in service jobs. The Chois are a
case in point: members of the family have worked in this salon,
often seven days a week, for three decades, ever since they came to
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the US from South Korea.

For a long time, minorities were significantly under-represented in
America’s political landscape, though that has gradually been
changing. When I arrange to meet Sandra Choi near the salon, she
tells me that within her own community there was a “cultural
understanding . . . that you shouldn’t challenge the status quo”.

So the fact that she has decided to run for office is a striking sign of
the times. Indeed, Choi’s story also sheds light on some of the
bigger trends that are changing the modern Democratic party.

It began when Choi’s parents decided to leave South Korea in the
1970s to follow the American dream. They settled in Queens, where
Sandra studied hard at school while, as she grew older, also working
shifts to help out.

The first member of her family to attend college, she graduated
from Fordham University with a degree in international studies,
then received a masters degree in security policy at Columbia
University — an impressive CV that could have seen her jump into a
lucrative private-sector job (as her parents dearly wanted her to).

But Choi, 32, says, “My generation has different dreams from our
parents.” She went to work in Detroit, in city development, and
supported progressive candidates there who ran for office. She then
heard that Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez (“AOC”), a young woman of
Puerto Rican descent born in the Bronx, was running for Congress
in New York’s 14th district.

The Choi family had never encouraged Sandra to consider politics;
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on the contrary, they disliked the idea. But when AOC unexpectedly
won her race — and teamed up with three other congresswomen of
colour to create the so-called “squad” of progressives — Choi felt
emboldened.

She decided to use her life savings to challenge the Democratic
incumbent, Grace Meng, in her native district in Queens — and, this
month, she is scrambling to collect the thousands of signatures
required to qualify for the ballot by tapping her local network in
churches, schools and businesses.

“I have been so inspired by AOC and how the progressive women
are all supporting each other. It’s amazing to see them there, and
think that I could run too,” says Choi, who believes she may be the
first Korean-American woman to stand for Congress in New York.
“But it’s not enough to just have someone who looks like you in
office — policies matter too,” she adds.

More specifically, while Meng is rooted in the centre of the
Democrats (a wing of the party that has increasingly been
associated with corporate interests), Choi backs the anti-
establishment, leftwing policies advocated by progressives such as
Bernie Sanders.

She is passionate about the need to combat income inequality in
places such as Queens, and fight the external developers who want
to build luxury apartments that threaten to hurt “a majority of
working immigrants [who] are severely rent-burdened” in the area.
“Witnessing the burdens of working-class families like mine is why
I am running for office,” she says.
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Choi’s determination may not be enough to propel her to
victory; Meng has strong support from the mainstream Democratic
party in Queens. But it would be foolish to ignore her story. For one
thing, it shows how people such as AOC are helping to reshape the
political landscape, making room for new voices. It also
demonstrates the level of passion created by Sanders and his ideas,
especially among young people — something that continues to take
establishment Democrats by surprise.

Choi’s tale also highlights a wider trend: data from the Pew
Research Center suggests that 46 per cent of Democrats identify as
liberal, up from 32 per cent a decade ago, and the proportion of
non-white voters in the party has leapt from 24 per cent two
decades ago to 39 per cent in 2017.

Choi is not the only progressive challenging a more centrist
Democratic incumbent in New York; in fact, Melquiades Gagarin,
who is of Puerto Rican and Filipino descent, also plans to run
against Meng. And Adem Bunkeddeko, a charismatic 32-year-old
who hails from a family of Ugandan war refugees, is hoping to run
in the 9th district. In 2018, Bunkeddeko came within 1,100 votes of
unseating Yvette Clarke, who has represented the district for more
than a decade.

“Through this campaign, I am opening up a door for someone else
in the future,” enthuses Choi, who argues that the progressive
campaign “is bigger than one person running for a seat”. As such,
her story is inspiring, whatever your politics. The American dream
can be pursued from many starting points — including a nail salon.
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